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NEWMAN, WILLIAM IV[., AND SPROULL, ROBERT F.  Principles of Interactive 
Computer Graphics. New York: McGraw-Hill Inc., 1973.607 Pp. $19.55. 
This book is by far the best text and general reference work available to 
date for the field of interactive computer graphics, and probably the most 
important book ever published on the subject. The authors interpret he 
term "interactive computer graphics" as "including all branches of computer 
technology that contribute directly to the design of interactive graphics 
systems, i.e., of systems that allow us to interact with a computer by means 
of pictures." Thus they are the first to attempt to deal with the entirely of 
this field. The result is a clear, well-written compendium of most of the 
approaches, techniques, and algorithms which have appeared in interactive 
graphics over the last decade. The range of topics covered verges on the 
spectacular. 
Of necessity and clearly by intention, the authors concentrate only on 
generally applicable techniques and give, for the most part, a clear view of 
the solution strategies involved. Details are usually pursued only far enough 
to establish the sources of different techniques' advantages and disadvantages. 
PICG is divided into five parts: 1: Display Devices, 2: Display Files, 
3: Interactive Graphics, 4: Three-Dimensional Computer Graphics, and 
5: Graphics Systems. These are further divided into a total of 17 chapters. 
As the authors State, parts 1 and 2 could serve as the basis for a short under- 
graduate course, and part 3 could be added for a longer one, while a graduate 
course could cover the entire book. The indicated prerequisites are familiarity 
with high- and assembler-level programming, and experience with trigono- 
metry and matrices. 
Part 1, Display Devices, starts by covering refreshed cathode ray tubes, 
direct-view storage tubes, and the plasma panel. Point plotting is next, 
followed by vector generation schemes using digital differential analyzers, 
binary rate multipliers, integrators, and multiplying D/A converters. Finally, 
a gedanken display processor is designed. 
Display Files, Part 2, discusses the construction of segmented isplay 
files with subpictures and graphical data structures. A detour is then made 
to introduce two-dimensional transformations and their matrix representation, 
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followed by a very good discussion of clipping, windowing, instances, and 
boxing. These techniques are then married to display flies, introducing the 
pseudo-display file and display procedures. 
In Part 3, Interactive Graphics, various input devices are described, 
including commercially available tablets, the light pen, and the SRI "mouse". 
Device interrupt handling is next, with attention queues, priority interrupts, 
and task scheduling. A large number of input techniques are then covered, 
including drawing constraints, rubber-band lines, and light buttons, 
culminating in on-line character recognition. 
Part 4, Three-Dimensional Computer Graphics, begins by discussing 
depth cues, three-dimensional transformations and clipping, perspective 
transformations and homogeneous coordinates. Then hidden-line and 
hidden-surface limination methods are treated, represented by Roberts" 
Warnock's, and Watkins' algorithms. Shading and the Gouraud continuous 
shading technique end this section. This is easily the best section of the 
book; the treatment of all topics is clear and understandable, specially 
that of Warnock's and Watkins' algorithms. 
Part 5, Graphics Systems, first discusses command languages focusing 
on finite-state recognition techniques. Then the problem of choosing and 
extending a high-level language for computer graphics is covered, with 
emphasis on EULER. The book concludes with a discussion of graphics 
systems as a whole, comparing single-user, low-cost, and time-shared systems. 
In addition, nearly a third of the book is devoted to nine appendices 
covering mathematical background, languages used in examples, and other 
topics including complete SAIL implementation listings of Warnock's and 
Watkins' algorithms. 
A subject heading cross-reference of the bibliography discusses the cited 
references. For such a range of topics, the bibliography is far from exhaustive, 
but adequate, at some 300 entries. 
Examples are coded in SAIL or, where appropriate, in a gedanken assembler 
language--as in the treatment of interrupts. Both languages are adequately 
documented in the appendices. 
Usually, such a breadth of coverage is both a strength and a weakness; 
for this field and at this time, however, it is an unparalleled strength. A 
clear, coherent reatment, with a uniform vocabulary, of the major aspects 
and important echniques of computer graphics has been sorely lacking. 
PICG fills this vacuum extremely well, and in doing so conveys the essence 
of the field as a whole. 
An allied noteworthy virtue of PICG is its organization and presentation 
of the entire structure of a general interactive graphics software system. 
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The rationale behind various aspects of this structure is developed throughout 
the book, and the whole system in all its glory is presented in the last chapter. 
In this respect alone, this book should save countless "reinventions of the 
wheel". 
These major virtues notwithstanding, the book has a number of flaws, 
some of them serious. In the light of its successes, these failures appear all 
the more damning; they made reading PICG a particularly bittersweet 
experience for this reviewer. 
The primary flaw of PICG as a text is the paucity of exercises. There are 
only five exercises per chapter, not counting Parts 4 and 5. (Part 4 has an 
uncharacteristic average of ten exercises, per chapter; and exercises are 
justifiably omitted for Part 5). Furthermore, the exercises which are given 
cling too closely to the extremes of text regurgitation and term project. Use 
of this book as a course text will require the instructor to supplement this 
pittance considerably. 
The explanation in Appendix VIII of the Ledeen on-line character 
recognizer explains its clever organization and area coding "tricks" in 
detail, but lacks an overall geometrical interpretation of the algorithm. 
Thus, we are told that the algorithm cannot ell U from V, but are not told 
the reason, making it nearly impossible to tell what other character pairs 
(like L and \) cannot be distinguished. This lack is extremely uncharacteristic 
of this book. 
The section on display hardware misses the mark on two counts. First, 
hardware character generation is only briefly mentioned; the importance 
of this is as great as, if not greater than, the use of display processor sub- 
routines for character generation, and the latter is covered in far more detail. 
Second, the use of raster-scan display techniques is short-changed; even 
the possibility of digital scan-conversion is not mentioned. 
Other relatively minor flaws exist. The initial explanation of display 
procedures in Part 2 is opaque and is not cleared up until implementation is 
covered in Part 5. (This is extremely surprising in view of Newman's 
excellent paper on the subject [1].) The rather denigrating discussion of 
graphics in time-sharing ignores the success of graphics on the TX-2 
computer under the APEX time-sharing system [2]. Also, I was disappointed 
that this otherwise lavishly illustrated book did not contain a single color 
plate; the shaded color outputs of Warnock and Watkins are extremely 
impressive and deserve wider circulation. This may, of course, be more 
a result of the publisher's policy than of the authors' intention. 
However, the most disappointing part of this book is the chapter on 
programming languages for graphics; the discussion is conducted on an 
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almost embarassingly simple-minded level. Here we are treated to: 
motherhood-and-apple-pie arguments for high-level anguages in general; 
a two-page "survey" mentioning all of seven languages, five in passing; an 
unnecessary tirade against FORTRAN; a parochial doting over EULER; 
and some implementation details and inadequate r marks on data structures 
which belong in Part 2. The possibility that vector arithmetic might be 
useful is unmentioned, as is the use of language xtensions for dealing with 
data structures. The question of compiler modification, as needed for 
display procedures, is lightly skipped over without even a single reference 
to a text on compiler construction such as Gries [3] or Hopgood [4]. There 
is no mention of means for representing pictures other than as a hierarchical 
display file [5, 6] or of manipulating them other than by procedure calls [7]. 
Thus the subject of true high-level languages for computer graphics is never 
raised. A possible exception to this is display procedures, which are not 
mentioned in this light. 
Finally, PICG uniformly discusses all topics by evaluating and relating 
various techniques for solving specific problems. This is an adequate if not 
commendable approach when dealing with well-established areas. 
Unfortunately, it is also extended to extremely fuzzy research subjects, in 
particular the design of appropriate high-level language facilities and overall 
hardware/software systems. This leaves the obviously incorrect impression 
that such subjects constitute basically well-defined, straightforward, clearly 
solvable problems, and moreover that future research lies wholly in developing 
better versions of what now exists. 
Despite these objections, PICG performs quite well its basic function of 
getting it all together in one place. In essence, the book is a historical 
monument: It illustrates quite clearly what has been done in the first ten 
years of interactive computer graphics, but does not give any good indication 
of where the field can go from there. It is the only reasonable choice for a 
course text on computer graphics, and should be carefully read by all 
practitioners and students of the art. 
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